
CLUEDO PALOOZA 
 

CHARACTERS 

Med Learning Group 

They couldn’t get Colonel Mustard on camera, but Med Learning Group did receive a testimonial from 
one of its faculty members on the EMPOWER breast cancer initiative. Name her. 

Answers in CME 

J. Edgar Hoover must not have been available, so Answers in CME instead used this patient for their 
recent virtual live symposium focused on cardiovascular risk reduction among patients with Type 2 
diabetes (hint: Check their Twitter feed). 

infograph-ed 

Professor Plum is a by-the-book kind of guy. Some might call him “conventional.” Leave it to the team at 
infograph-ed to take this conventional fellow and turn him, like a conference poster, into what? 

Excalibur Medical Education 

The Cook didn’t have any speaking lines and really was only on screen for a few seconds (with a cleaver 
in her back to boot). But hey, maybe she just died from getting smoke in her eyes, which could have 
been avoided if she had read through the Excalibur Medical Education blog and picked up this handy – 
and fictitious – gadget. 

Vindico Medical Education 

Mr. Body was the mastermind behind the dinner party (or was he?), just like this clinician was the 
mastermind as course chair behind Vindico’s obesity forum. 

Academy for Continued Healthcare Learning (ACHL) 

I always liked Miss Scarlett. She was bold, brash, and wasn’t afraid to stand up to the fellas. Perhaps she 
would have been a good choice to be elected president of this patient advocacy group that partners 
with ACHL. 

PVI 

Yvette was a bit over the top for me – your stereotypical French maid. But there is nothing stereotypical 
about any one of PVI’s upcoming live symposia events featuring one or more foreign (i.e., non-U.S. 
based) faculty members. Name one of these programs. 

Evolve Medical Education 

Mrs. White is, shall we say, a bit daft. Her husband asked her to print his CE certificate from an online 
activity he completed through the Evolve Medical Education website but she can’t figure out to do so. 
What are the instructions that she should follow? 

 



 

PeerAudience 

Little known fact: The Cop also dabbled in computer programming (who knew?). If he chose to take a 
job with Peer Audience, he would be tasked to make sure that all of the activities hosted on their 
platform were programmed in this format. 

PlatformQ Health Education 

PlatformQ Health Education is focused on incorporating the patient voice into a lot of their education, 
and even invites patients to serve as learners for some of their activities. I think I saw Mr. Green in the 
audience at one recent session. They offer four different ways for patients to engage in real-time with 
presenters and presentations. Name one of them. 

Spire Learning 

Mrs. Peacock is a social butterfly, flitting around from person to person to learn their life history (she is, 
after all, the wife of a senator). While I’m not 100% sure, I think she values the same qualities in 
relationships as the team at Spire Learning. What is this cornerstone value (hint: watch the YouTube 
video)? 

 

  



WEAPONS 

Physicians’ Education Resource 

Put down the Revolver! You don’t want to get in way of the bullets in this branded series used by 
Physicians’ Education Resources in both the live virtual and enduring settings.  

Creative Educational Concepts 

Oh no, the electricity just went out! Don’t worry, just break out the Candlestick so you can read through 
one of these posters presented by Creative Educational Concepts at the 2021 ASCO Virtual Meeting. 

Medscape Education 

One of these days, it’s going to be trendy to carry around an Umbrella (just don’t poke anyone in the 
eye with it!). Medscape Education already knows what is trendy. At this very minute, what is the 
trendiest of articles on their website? 

Academic CME 

The Knife can be a deadly weapon. Academic CME doesn’t have vengeance in mind, however, taking a 
different approach by nicking you one Tweet at a time through their Tweetorials in one of these two 
therapeutic areas. 

Prova Education 

As our immune systems develop, it’s important to expose children to various pathogens so they can 
learn to fight off disease. However, don’t let them sample a Poisoned Drink. Instead, listen to guidance 
from this faculty member of a Prova Education book club program who argues that dirt is good for 
children. 

Integrity CE 

No need to stick a Lead Pipe up your nose to clear those breathing passages. Just take a listen to one of 
these livestream events from Integrity CE in October focused on this therapeutic area. 

RedMedEd 

Grab your tool belt (and don’t forget a Wrench) as you experience RedMedEd’s branded activity series 
that extends the concept of the virtual patient by providing a firsthand, first-person perspective of the 
everyday realities of living with a medical condition. Name the series title. 

Global Education Group 

Be careful that this member of the Global Education Group team doesn’t take a dog collar off of Indiana 
Bones and fashion it as a Rope to hogtie you to the fence (or worse!). 

 

  



ROOMS 

Projects In Knowledge 

Who needs to go into the office? Take a seat in the Lounge and queue up Projects In Knowledge’s 
Immunization Morning Commute where you can choose from one of these five topics. 

CMEology 

Step into the Billiard Room for a debate about the pros and cons of sinking the 8 ball on the break. After 
that’s done, stick around for CMEology’s “Debate on 8” that focuses on patients with this condition. 

Med-IQ 

Obviously, the team at Med-IQ spends a lot of time in the Library (otherwise, they’d be Med-NoIQ). One 
thing they have started to do is create “Find the Errors” cartoons, including a recent one focused on 
action around the hospital ER handoff area. Name one of the errors in the cartoon. 

Write Medicine 

Nothing like be-bopping down the Hall listening to your latest and favorite podcast. One of 
WriteMedicine’s podcasts that you’ll be grooving to was clearly a notch above the rest due to its suave 
and dapper guest (be quiet, Derek!). List the title of this podcast. 

CME Outfitters 

Excuse me, but I think you’ve got something in your teeth. Bust out a toothpick, take a step out of the 
Dining Room, and maybe, while you have a minute or two, check out this upcoming CME Outfitters 
program focused on the choppers of minority patients. 

DKBmed 

Step into the Study where you are likely to find this member of the DKBMed team focused intently on a 
high-stakes word game. 

epocrates 

epocrates offers learning that fits into busy schedules, with a very specific kind of content that might be 
best consumed in the Kitchen. What type of content is this? 

RealCME 

In the Library, you learn practical solutions to life’s problems. RealCME also offers a series of activities 
focused on practical solutions across the spectrum of care. Name one of them. 

RMEI Medical Education 

You never know what kind of weird critters and fungi you’ll find in the Conservatory. But participate in 
the recent RMEI program to get a sense of the importance of applying real-world data for antimicrobials 
in clinical practice.  

 



Healio CME 

You’ll be able to get back to busting a move in the Ballroom after high-stepping through this AI-based 
virtual patient simulation (VPS) series developed by Healio CME for orthopedic surgeons. 
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